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Floor Size Concept Map Lesson Review
Lesson Guide



A Floor Size Map is a concept map that is so 
large, it has to be constructed on the floor.  
This map will be used for review purposes. 

INTRODUCTION



As directed, individually, with a partner or small group –
Assign group roles, etc.

1. Review the Major Topic(s) or Focus 
Question provided and post on a large 
12-inch poster board circle.
Be sure and use ONE-INCH LETTERS and a POSTER 
UNDERNEATH to prevent ink on surface.

STEP ONE



Insert the Lesson Topic or Focus Question 
in the large circle in the center or top of 
your map.

____________
(LESSON TOPIC)



2. Create a list of key points related to the 
map topic or question on your own 
paper.  As directed, share with others to 
generate a larger list with other 
students.
(Be sure and add any related thoughts to a 
“Parking Lot”.)

STEP TWO



Review and transfer each key point onto 
to an 11x17 rectangle poster/paper, as a 
sub-topic and link to concept map.  
Some key points may be related and can 
be added as detail on smaller squares 
surrounding the key point.



Honest
Successful

Employees

Initiative

Hard Work

Discipline

Drive

Ambition



3. Add linking words or phrases to lead to 
the sub/topic/keypoint.
(Possible Linking Words/Phrases – has, have, is, are, 
shows, values, may lead to, results from, may drive, 
determines, works with, requires, contains, involves, 
provides, consists of, begins with, requires, increases, 
measures, proceeds, follows, is similar to, comes from, 
generates, etc.)

STEP THREE



Honest
Successful

Employees

Initiative 

Hard Work

Discipline

show

are value

have

CONCEPT MAP
Drive

Ambition

indicates

displays



Generate details to go with sub-topics, 
using magic marker and one-inch letters 
on an 8 ½  x 11 or smaller sheet of 
cardstock (one detail per page). 
(A map graphic may take on different shapes based 
upon number of sub-topics and details available.)



After instructor approval,  

4. Take a picture of completed life-size 
map on floor.  Then, dismantle map, 
except center circle and linking words.  
Put all sub-topics or details from all 
maps into two separate piles.

STEP FOUR



Shuffle the key point pile like a deck of 
cards and distribute evenly to all 
students.  Students will tour the maps 
and attach the appropriate points.



Shuffle detail pile, distribute, do 
another tour and add appropriate 
details to the key points/sub topics.



Original map owners will review their 
map and report any missing sub-topics 
and/or details to class. 
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